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• Based on the CBTA ‘Early Harvest’ MOU, each GMS
country can issue up to 500 GMS Motor Vehicle
Temporary Admission Documents (TADs) for goods and
passenger vehicles owned and operated by licensed
transport operators from their country
• The TADs can be thought of as vehicle ‘passports’, which
are controlled by the Customs authorities at the border
• As with the Permits, each TAD has a unique reference
number, which corresponds to that of the accompanying
GMS Road Transport Permit
• Vehicles must carry the original Permit and TAD with
them on all GMS cross-border journeys
• 500 TADs will be printed by ADB on behalf of each
Issuing Authority before the CBTA ‘Early Harvest’ launch
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• The national Issuing Authority for Temporary Admission
Documents in each country is as follows:
o Kingdom of Cambodia
National Transit Transport Coordinating Committee

o People’s Republic of China
China Road Transport Association

o Lao People’s Democratic Republic
Department of Transport

o Republic of the Union of Myanmar
Myanmar Customs Department

o Kingdom of Thailand
The Customs Department

o Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Ministry of Transport of Viet Nam
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• The TADs are about passport
sized and are identical (in
English) for all countries, with
the exception of the Issuing
Authority details
• The same texts are translated in
national languages but should
always be completed in English
• Like the Permits, Each TAD is
valid for up to one year and
renewable subsequently on
request
• Countries will initially issue TADs
valid until 31 May 2019
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• The title page of the TAD shows
the details of the Issuing
Authority
• The particulars of the TAD holder
and designated vehicle are to be
completed by the Issuing
Authority on the following pages
and signed and stamped
accordingly
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• The next page (page 2) of the TAD
must be completed with the TAD
number and corresponding GMS
Road Transport Permit number
• These follow a common format
(see next slide)
• The type of vehicle box must be
marked with a cross or ‘X’
• The vehicle registration number
and year of production must be
recorded
• And the registration number(s) of
any semi-trailer(s) used with the
main vehicle must be shown (and
recorded in the Record section of
the TAD – see below)
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• The TAD number must follow the format agreed between Contracting

Parties. Following the words ‘TAD-GMS/’ the country code is that of the
distinguishing sign for motor vehicles of that country: Cambodia: KH,
People’s Republic of China: CHN, Lao PDR: LAO, Myanmar: MYA, Thailand:
T, and Vietnam: VN
• The TADs should be numbered between 0001 and 0500 i.e. TAD-GMS/KH0001 or TAD-GMS/VN-0500 (as examples of the first TAD for Cambodia
and the last TAD for Vietnam)
• For all TADs issued, these and other particulars must also be recorded in a
national Permit and TAD Register (an Excel Workbook shared by all
countries) and the Register updated to reflect any subsequent changes
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• The national Permit and TAD Register must also record details
of the Transport Operator and the particulars of the vehicle(s)
used
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• The next page (page 3) of the TAD
must be completed with the
technical data of the vehicle as
shown
• Again any boxes must be marked
with a cross or ‘X’
• The vehicle value should be given
as an estimate of its current
market value at the time of the
TAD issuance, and may be used as
a reference price for the
payments of Customs duties and
taxes by the operator to a GMS
Host country if the vehicle fails to
return to its own Home country
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• The next page (page 4) of the TAD
must be show if any additional
articles or equipment are carried
• Again any boxes must be marked
with a cross or ‘X’
• Details of the company or vehicle
owner must be provided
• Again this information should be
given in English
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• The next page (page 5) of the TAD is
a signed undertaking by the vehicle
owner or legally authorised
company representative to respect
the laws and regulations of the Host
countries in which the vehicle
operates
• The TAD must be discharged within
30 days per journey i.e. the time
between entry and exit on any one
journey to another GMS Host
country must not exceed 30 days
• Failure to meet this obligation may
occasion liability for the payment of
Customs duties, taxes, fines and
interest in the Host country
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• The next page (page 6) of the
TAD must be completed to show
the TAD’s validity (until 31 May
2019) and be signed and
stamped by the Issuing Authority
• The validity of TADs may be
extended for a further 12 period
e.g. until 31 May 2020 (subject to
future decisions on extensions to
the ‘Early Harvest’ by the CBTA
Joint Committee)
• If a TAD is full, a replacement TAD
may be issued; however, the total
number of active TADs in
circulation in each GMS country
must not exceed 500
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• The next pages (pages 7-9)
provide a brief description of
how the TADs and CBTA ‘Early
Harvest’ should operate with
respect to:
a) Permissible routes and border
crossings
b) Loss of the TAD
c) TAD renewal and expiry
d) Control and stamping of the TAD
(see below) by Host country
Customs authorities
e) Treatment of irregularities

• Further details are contained in
the ‘Early Harvest’ MOU
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• The remaining pages of the TAD are
for the Record of movements
• Host country Customs (i.e. the
Customs authorities of other GMS
country visited) should check the
Permit and TAD on the vehcile’s
arrival, record the date and place of
entry, and sign or stamp the TAD
• Host country Customs should also
record the semi-trailer registration
number (if present) given on page 2
of the TAD
• Host country Customs should
similarly check and record the date
and place of exit and check that the
total stay does not exceed 30 days
• Once this is done the TAD should be
signed or stamped for departure
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• Further details on the CBTA ‘Early Harvest’, including the text of
the signed ‘Early Harvest’ MOU, specimen copies of the
Permits and TADs and copies of the EH brochures, are available
at www.greatermekong.org/ttf
• Questions related to Early Harvest implementation may be
addressed to ADB as follows:
Ms. Kanya Sasradipoera (kanyass@adb.org)
Thank you!
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